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Abstract 
Picture galleries with painted portraits of family members, once an essential 

fixture in the halls and manors of Europe’s nobility, declined in prestige and 

cultural relevance following the end of the ancien régime and the widespread 
adoption of photography and other new visual media in the nineteenth century. 

Around the same time, however, the portrait gallery emerged as a significant 

literary motif and began to proliferate in Gothic fiction, satirical tales, fin de 

siècle novels, and other fiction. This migration of the gallery into the realm of 

literature represents an important revaluation of the cultural capital associated 

with this art form and calls attention to the troubled cultural protocols and 
visualities of an age which saw the rise of a rival institution, viz., the public 

museum. The purpose of this article is to trace the history of the motif of the 

portrait gallery from its beginnings in Horace Walpole, Walter Scott, and other 

Gothic authors over the fin de siècle generation of J.-K. Huysmans, Oscar Wilde, 

Marcel Schwob, and R. M. Rilke to modern adaptations by James Joyce, 

Hermann Hesse, Salman Rushdie, Giovanni de Lampedusa, and others. As such, 
it offers a genealogy of literary portrait galleries and contributes to an emerging 

field, viz., the literary history of material culture.  
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The idea of such a journey came about, I should 
point out, from a most kind suggestion put to 
me by Mr. Farraday himself one afternoon 
almost a fortnight ago, when I had been dusting 
the portraits in the library. In fact, as I recall, I 
was up on the step-ladder dusting the portrait of 
Viscount Wetherby when my employer had 
entered carrying a few volumes. . . .  
 
                                                —Kazuo Ishiguro 

The Remains of the Day 

 
“They won’t hurt you” (118).1 Such are the reassuring words spoken to Malte 

Laurids Brigge, the protagonist of Rainer Maria Rilke’s The Notebooks of Malte 

Laurids Brigge (1910), during a late night visit to the ancestral portrait gallery in his 

grandfather’s country manor. Malte was twelve at the time and needed the 

encouragement. In European fiction going back to the eighteenth century, visits to 

ancestral portrait galleries had been fearful occasions and this particular instance was 

no exception. One of the pictured ancestors in the mythical depths (“Tiefe”) of the 

gallery at Urnekloster, literally the “monastery of the urns,” was known to haunt the 

world of the living and was “not there” (117) at the time of the candle-lit visit.2 So 

memorable, indeed, was this encounter with his forefathers that when Malte recalls it 

years later as a young poet living in Paris near the Hôtel Dieu public hospital amidst 

the sick and dying paupers of the French capital he articulates it in terms taken from 

the typology of the katabasis, that is the journey to the land of the dead familiar from 

the European epic tradition.3 In Book 6 of The Aeneid, Aeneas interrupts his voyage 

in search of a new homeland and makes a perilous descent into Hades to ask the 

shade of his father Anchises for guidance regarding the destiny of the exiled Trojan 

                                                
1 The original reads “Sie tun dir nichts” (217). Text selections from French and German sources 

will be quoted in English translation, whereas the original passages will be provided in footnotes or, 
where necessary for close reading purposes, in the text. 

2 “Sie ist nicht drin” (217). 
3  For introductory surveys on the journey to the underworld, see Elisabeth Frenzel’s 

“Unterweltsbesuch” (676-90); and Jean-Charles Seigneuret’s “Descent into Hell” (363-72). For the 
theme of the katabasis in classical literature, see Paulys Realenzyklopedie für klassische 
Altertumswissenschaft (2359-449), and Raymond J. Clark’s Catabasis: Vergil and the Wisdom 
Tradition. Pierre Brunel’s L’évocation des morts et la descente aux enfers: Homère, Virgile, Dante, 
Claudel is a comparative study of katabasis in selected authors. Recent studies include: David L. 
Pike’s Passage through Hell: Modernist Descents, Medieval Underworlds and Rachel Falconer’s 
Hell in Contemporary Literature: Western Descent Narratives since 1945.  
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nation. Terrified by the spirits of the dead hovering near him, Aeneas is reassured that, 

furnished as he is with the golden bough, he need not fear and may proceed 

unhindered on his journey. As for Malte, though he did not bring a golden bough, the 

many signifiers of the discourse of descent in his narrative unmistakably signal that 

he views himself as a similar underworldly traveler. 

For many years, of course, portrait galleries such as the one depicted by Rilke 

in his famous Künstlerroman were indispensable fixtures in many aristocratic homes. 

Yet, with the passing of the ancien régime and the increasing popularity of the photo 

album, only the most highly placed aristocratic dynasties still maintained up-to-date 

galleries. The small format carte de visite, a calling-card-size photographic portrait 

invented by the French photographer Disdéri in the 1850s, was affordable, used the 

aesthetic framework of the painted portrait, and allowed the middle class to create its 

own “family museums” (Frizot 110). One man who exploited the new market for 

carte de visite photography was a portrait painter by the name of Antoine Lumière. 

Lumière gave up his original calling, opened a photography studio in Lyon, and soon 

left the business to his capable sons Auguste and Louis, who went on to invent a new 

moving picture camera, the famous cinématographe. By century’s end, therefore, the 

new technologies for creating family picture archives were developing fast and the 

formal painted portrait, more than ever before, became a specialized product for a 

dwindling socio-economic and artistic elite.4 

It is remarkable, though, that at the same time when aristocratic portrait 

galleries were declining in prestige and cultural relevance, they proliferated as never 

before in European fiction. The earliest clues regarding the emergence of the gallery 

as a literary motif are found in Horace Walpole’s The Castle of Otranto (1764) and 

other Gothic texts where portrait galleries serve as vehicles for the delivery of 

suspense and provoke questions about abuses of power. Following its career in 

Gothic fiction, the motif continued to be deployed by British, French, and German 

authors in neo-Gothic, satirical, and other settings, and then achieved considerable 

popularity in the fin de siècle when decadents and other avant-garde writers availed 

                                                
4 The scholarship regarding the history of portrait painting is extensive. See Malcolm Warner’s 

Portrait Painting in the History of Art; Richard Brilliant’s Portraiture; Katherine Hoffman’s 
Concepts of Identity: Historical and Contemporary Images and Portraits of Self and Family; 
Joanna Woodall’s Portraiture: Facing the Subject; and Shearer West, Portraiture. For the related 
genre of the self-portrait, see Ian Chilvers’s The Artist Revealed: Artists and Their Self-Portraits; 
Laura Cumming’s A Face to the World: On Self-Portraits; and James Hall’s Self-Portraits: A 
Cultural History.  
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themselves of portrait galleries to create specific genealogies for their protagonists 

and contextualize their idiosyncratic and elitist protests against bourgeois society. As 

for twentieth-century literature, though the heyday of the motif had passed, portrait 

galleries still resurfaced at times in new scenarios inspired by psychoanalytic, post-

colonial, and other modes of thought. In much of this fiction, moreover, the same 

pattern is manifested as was seen in The Notebooks of Malte Laurids Brigge; that is, 

the portrait galleries are frequently envisioned as underworldly domains into which 

the protagonists descend to seek self-knowledge or reconnect with their ancestral 

legacy. In many instances, however, the pictured ancestors, though the venerable 

representatives of the family’s heroic past and worldly achievements, are revealed to 

be mere relics, the sad remnants of a vanished world, and are unable to enlighten their 

descendants regarding the path forward. This intriguing application of the theme of 

descent in nineteenth- and twentieth-century fiction about visual art, I argue, should 

not be understood as mere erudite play, but rather as a creative response to the 

waning of particular forms of cultural capital associated with the ancien régime. In 

other words, the vogue for such reinscriptions articulates a specific moment of 

modernity when portrait galleries, having been marginalized in actual socio-cultural 

practice, found sanctuary in the realm of literature and were valorized in a wide 

variety of creative adaptations.  

It is noteworthy in this respect that in the decades before Rilke and other writers 

of the turn of the century took interest in portrait galleries art historians helped to 

institutionalize the gallery as historical artifact. The case of one representative artist, 

namely the Flemish painter Anthony van Dyck (1599-1641), is indicative of this 

development. Van Dyck arrived in London in 1632 at the invitation of King Charles I 

and subsequently painted the famous portraits of Charles I, Queen Henrietta Maria, 

the royal children, and many of the leading noblemen of Carolingian England which 

made him one of the most sought-after painters of his age. By the late Victorian era, 

Sir Lionel Cust, the Director of the National Portrait Gallery, would make the 

following assessment of van Dyck’s legacy in the Dictionary of National Biography: 

“There is hardly any noble family of antiquity in England which does not boast of an 

ancestor painted by Van Dyck. Standing as they did on the brink of the civil wars, the 

gallant cavaliers and fair ladies of the court form a regiment of youth and beauty, of 

dignity and heroism, that has never been rivaled elsewhere, and are in themselves a 

history of their time, written from one point of view” (110).5 Another late Victorian 

                                                
5 Half a century later, E. H. Gombrich (1909-2001) toned down the rhetoric in The Story of Art 
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commentator, Anglican parson S. Baring Gould (1834-1924), also emphasized this 

theme of heritage building in a chapter on “Family Portraits” in his study Old 

Country Life (1890). A set of family portraits, he notes, links “the present generation 

in thought with the past” (234) and reminds families of the many things owed to 

“pure blood from honest ancestry” (235), including not only material property, but 

also mental traits, turns of speech, and other less tangible characteristics. Similar 

statements were made in France with the art critics, collectors, novelists, and diary 

writers, Jules and Edmond de Goncourt being perhaps the most prominent example. 

As one critic observed, the Goncourt brothers were “deeply attached to the values of 

the ancien régime” and “regretted the passing of picture galleries full of ancestors” 

(Frizot 111). This emphasis on portrait collections as national and local heritage sites 

in late nineteenth-century criticism, it will be seen, mirrors the ways in which such 

galleries were being represented in turn-of-the-century fiction. 

A useful parallel to my argument regarding the nostalgic career of portrait 

galleries in European fiction is presented by Silke Arnold-de Simine in a study of 

cabinets of curiosities in German literature. Cabinets of curiosities containing 

collections of plant and animal specimens, shells, minerals, fossils, antique coins, 

archeological relics, and other collectible items enjoyed tremendous popularity in 

Renaissance Europe among the educated elite and were highly valued by scientists. 

Yet, as new models of positivist data collection and classification revolutionized the 

study of nature in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, such cabinets became 

increasingly outmoded. As Arnold-de Simine comments in her article on “The 

Novella as a Literary Cabinet of Curiosities” (“Die Novelle” 2009), in Germany the 

marginalization of cabinets of curiosities and the ancient collecting practices which 

they represented was followed by a “‘Zuflucht’ in der Poesie” (159), whereby the 

curiosities found “refuge in literature” and survive in novels and short stories by 

some of the most important nineteenth- and twentieth-century German writers, 

including E. T. A. Hoffmann, Jean Paul, Gottfried Keller, Adalbert Stifter, Walter 

Benjamin, and others. I argue that the emergence of the portrait gallery as a literary 

motif was triggered by a similar process of displacement in everyday socio-cultural 

practice. That is, once the private picture galleries of major aristocratic dynasties 

were opened to public scrutiny and their collections dispersed via the art market or 

                                                                                                                     
(1950), but affirmed that “it was [van Dyck], more than anyone else, who helped to crystallize the 
ideals of blue-blooded nobility and gentlemanly ease which enrich our vision of man . . .” (405; 
ellipsis added). 
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taken over by museums, they also became available for literary adaptation and found 

sanctuary in the writings of important authors. For all these reasons, the motif of the 

portrait gallery represents a fascinating case study of the literary history of cultural 

artifacts during an age of rapid political, economic, and technological change.  

Portrait galleries have not been the main focus of discussion in scholarly studies, 

but they have received attention in the context of investigations of the single portrait 

and the art of portraiture in literature. The most important works in this respect are 

Theodore Ziolkowski’s chapter on the “Haunted Portrait” in his Disenchanted Images: 

A Literary Iconology (1977) and Kamilla Elliott’s Portraiture and British Gothic 

Fiction: The Rise of Picture Identification, 1764-1835 (2012). Ziolkowski’s 

Disenchanted Images examines the process of disenchantment or secularization by 

which the supernaturally endowed fetishes and other magic objects of ancient lore 

became the walking statues, haunted portraits, and magic mirrors of modern literature. 

As some of the haunted portraits occur within the context of portrait galleries, 

Ziolkowski references these galleries in his chapter, including for example Walpole’s 

The Castle of Otranto (1764), Walter Scott’s “The Tapestried Chamber” (1828), 

Théophile Gautier’s “La Cafetière” (1831), and Gilbert and Sullivan’s Count 

Ruddigore (1887), but his main focus remains the single haunted portrait. The latter, 

he argues, can be classified into three main categories: “To the extent that the portrait 

is tied to a specific place, we can speak of it as the genius loci. To the extent that a 

portrait painted in the past foreshadows present or future events, we can speak of it as 

figura. To the extent that a portrait painted in the fictional present stands in a magical 

relationship to its model, we can speak of it as anima” (95). Elliott’s Portraiture and 

British Gothic Fiction goes beyond the study of portraits as a literary theme and 

offers a comprehensive cultural history of portraits and the art of portraiture in 

English literature from the mid-eighteenth century to the romantic period. Basing her 

analysis on a diverse body of more than one hundred literary texts, critical writings, 

and other media by Horace Walpole, Ann Radcliffe, Mary Shelley, Sheridan Le Fanu, 

and many others, Elliott argues that the modern concern with picture identification 

was anticipated by late eighteenth- and early nineteenth-century debates regarding 

identity and representation. The literature of that time, and especially the Gothic 

literature which proliferated during this period, is characterized by a pronounced 

interest in the art of portraiture and this interest reflects the manner in which 

contested social identities were debated in the contemporary culture. The most 

important function of these “narratives of picture identification,” as Elliott calls such 

writings, was “to support the ascendancy of the ordinary middle classes in 

competition with the aristocratic, honorific, and wealthy middle classes who had been 
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represented by named portraits for centuries” (12-13). Furthermore, “Middle-class 

writers and artists co-opted, imitated, undermined, usurped, reworked, and outright 

attacked aristocratic and honorific ideologies and practices of picture identification, 

developing new ones advantageous to their own identities and agendas” (13). 

The current study follows up on Elliott’s insightful analysis, but concerns itself 

with portrait galleries, rather than single portraits and mere questions of picture 

identification. It also extends the discussion beyond the national and temporal limits 

set by Elliott (British literature up to 1835), and engages in a comparative 

investigation surveying the major European literatures. My discussion is guided 

throughout by a thematological approach, offering a kind of representative gallery of 

galleries in European literature, with due reference to historical, narratological, and 

material culture interpretations. Working with a diverse range of English, French, 

German, Italian, and other European literatures from the eighteenth to the twentieth 

century, it will be seen that a number of common features can be identified in the 

representation of portrait galleries. First, the galleries in these texts are privately 

owned and located in a castle, manor house, or similar ancestral domain. As such, 

they are situated in contested Old Regime settings, and signify the decline of the 

political, cultural, and other agendas which sustained this regime over the generations 

and the rise of new notions of national and class identity. At the same time, the 

private nature of the galleries also means that, unlike in public collections where 

museum protocol governs the public’s access to the portraits, more intimate 

interactions with the paintings are possible. Second, the gallery is a symbolic 

gathering place of shades and the visit of the protagonist, who is often a last scion, is 

a descent into the land of the dead similar to katabatic journeys in the literature of 

antiquity. The portrait gallery, thus, helps to convey the sense of finality and 

determinism which hangs over the protagonist’s existence, and offers a memento 

mori regarding the entire class of individuals represented in such galleries. Third, the 

gallery is a visual space and, while not all instances of the motif offer a detailed 

description of the portraits, the cultural capital and selective spectatorship represented 

by the gallery often make possible interesting commentaries on different modes of 

culture consumption. In the case of Walpole, the intimate access to a private gallery 

by an elite, fateful to some and liberating to others, is taken for granted in later 

instances, such as some of the fin de siècle and twentieth century authors, the 

curatorial ownership and privileged gaze of the few are questioned and measured 

against new public cultural agendas.  

As acknowledged by Ziolkowski and Elliott, Walpole’s The Castle of Otranto 

is a seminal early example of the theme of the haunted portrait, but more importantly, 
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it is also the first novel to introduce the motif of the portrait gallery. Two caveats 

must be noted, however. First, no systematic survey of the gallery is offered in the 

novel and the reader has to puzzle together the clues from various plot incidents 

before a more comprehensive picture of the gallery begins to emerge. Ultimately, 

what matters in The Castle of Otranto is not the portraits and their aesthetic qualities, 

but rather what their restlessness says about the disorders of the commonwealth 

enclosed within the castle walls. Second, the existence of a gallery with painted 

portraits in a high medieval Italian castle as posited by Walpole is anachronistic. 

According to the Preface, the novel is a found manuscript translated from Italian and 

the events it describes took place “between 1095, the era of the first crusade, and 

1243, the date of the last, or not long afterwards” (17). The genre of portraiture 

described in the novel, however, that is large portraits painted in oil, did not develop 

till the late Middle Ages. The novel, in other words, reflects the author’s personal 

interests and the visual culture of his time, rather than the society and culture of the 

crusader age.  

Horace Walpole (1717-97), the youngest son of Prime Minister Robert Walpole, 

was one of the most formidable antiquarian collectors of eighteenth-century England 

and The Castle of Otranto is in many ways a portrait of the artist as a collector.6 He 

developed his country manor Strawberry Hill into what he called a neo-Gothic 

“castellino” and its well-stocked picture gallery clearly served as a source of 

inspiration for his novel. As he wrote a friend regarding the haunted portrait which 

plays a central role in the unfolding of the plot: “When you read of the picture 

quitting its panel, did you not recollect the portrait of Lord Falkland, all in white, in 

my gallery?” (Bleiler xi) His mostly aristocratic readership, therefore, being familiar 

with portrait galleries, he did not need to offer a detailed ekphrasis of the paintings 

and could assume that readers would be able to assemble a clear enough picture from 

various plot incidents. In this manner, he was able to foreground the theme of the 

                                                
6 I hereby echo the title of my own “A Portrait of the Artist as a Collector: Tracing Orwell’s 

Collecting Project from Burma to Big Brother” in Richard Lance Keeble’s George Orwell Now! 
(47-62). As for Walpole, Elliott comments: “Walpole’s heritage, collecting, cataloging, building, 
anecdotes of painting, and fiction all position his interests principally in portraiture’s aristocratic 
forms, functions, and ideologies” (104). For studies of Walpole as collector, builder, and art 
historian, see Morris Brownell, The Prime Minister of Taste: A Portrait of Horace Walpole; Larissa 
Dukelskaya and Andrew Moore, A Capital Collection: Houghton Hall and the Hermitage with a 
Modern Edition of Aedes Walpolianae, Horace Walpole’s Catalogue of Sir Robert Walpole’s 
Collection; Anna Chalcraft and Judith Viscardi, Strawberry Hill: Horace Walpole’s Gothic Castle; 
Michael Snodin, Horace Walpole’s Strawberry Hill; and W. S. Lewis, Horace Walpole’s Library.  
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haunted portrait and call attention to the troubled dynastic heritage at the heart of his 

novel. His unique obsession with Gothic art and the medieval past was not shared by 

all, however, as in many of the great houses around the country noblemen returning 

from the Grand Tour brought with them significant collections of Greco-Roman 

sculptures, either originals or copies, and replaced their ancestral picture collections 

with these prized new acquisitions. In addition to the ongoing debate about picture 

identification studied by Elliott, therefore, the disquiet of the portraits in The Castle 

of Otranto may also reflect the tension between Walpole’s predilection for neo-

Gothic artistic and architectural expression and the dominant neoclassicism of his 

time. 

The first episode in which the gallery is mentioned occurs when the protagonist 

Manfred, the scion of a race of usurpers, uses it as the location of a marriage proposal. 

Having just lost his only son, Manfred is eager to produce male offspring to secure 

his estate and intends to divorce his aged wife to marry his son’s former fiancée 

Isabella. Yet, his attempt to woo the young woman in the castle’s portrait gallery—

note the use of the gallery as a space for masculine assertion—is interrupted when his 

grandfather’s portrait steps down from its frame which hangs over the bench. This 

grandfather, named Ricardo, was the founder of the line of usurpers, and the fact that 

he should come to life and leave the gallery at this moment of heightened sexual 

tension and genealogical consciousness indicates the guilt associated with his 

appropriation of the estate of Otranto. As Elliott comments regarding the portrait’s 

intervention, “it is a tacit admission that it does not belong in the ancestral gallery” 

(105). The incident, meanwhile, presents Isabella with an opportunity to flee from the 

distracted Manfred.  

Later, as Manfred pursues his love interest into the subterranean passages below 

the castle, he is informed regarding another incident in the gallery and exclaims: 

“Were all the pictures in their places?” (42). At that point, it is manifest that the 

gallery contains not just one, but a series of portraits, and one of these portraits is 

identified somewhat later, when the servant girl Bianca assures Matilda, the daughter 

of Manfred, that her attraction to the monastic life will disappear quickly if her father 

appears with “a lovely young prince,” that is more specifically, “a young hero 

resembling the picture of the good Alfonso in the gallery, which you sit and gaze at 

for hours together” (46). Alfonso is the legitimate master of Otranto who was 

displaced by Ricardo, and a young hero soon materializes in the person of Alfonso’s 

grandson Theodore, who resembles his grandfather to a drop, thus offering a prime 

example of the picture identification technique examined by Elliott. When Matilda 

sees him for the first time she exclaims: “Is not that youth the exact resemblance of 
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Alfonso’s picture in the gallery?” (58). Manfred himself, in fact, is troubled by “the 

resemblance of Theodore to Alfonso’s portrait” (93) and the servant Bianca confirms 

the resemblance: “Theodore, to be sure, is a proper young man, and, as my Lady 

Matilda says, the very image of good Alfonso: has not your highness remarked it?” 

(95). The portrait of Alfonso, thus, also comes to life, not supernaturally, but 

realistically in the person of a descendant who resembles his ancestor and restores his 

bloodline’s inheritance. 

Though only two portraits are ever identified by name, that is the portraits of 

Alfonso and Ricardo, it is likely that both the line of Alfonso and the line of Ricardo 

are represented in the gallery. Manfred’s father, for example, is probably depicted, as 

he is mentioned at one point as a strong link in the genealogical chain of the usurpers: 

“Manfred, his father, and grandfather, had been too powerful for the house of 

Vicenza to dispossess them” (63). Furthermore, as the portrait of the legitimate 

Alfonso is present in the gallery, we may assume that his ancestors, too, have their 

portraits there. No concrete information about this is offered, though, because the 

novel is not concerned with a detailed inventory of the pictures or a complete 

realization of the gallery as an architectural space, but rather the ways in which the 

haunted gallery reflects the clash between competing claimants and becomes a site 

for the restoration of rightful authority.  

In spite of the anachronistic and incomplete deployment of the motif of the 

gallery, Walpole created a useful model for later authors. First, the castle, which was 

influenced by his own mansion, is an effective setting for the gallery and resolutely 

anchors the picture collection to private notions of ownership. Second, following the 

death of his son in the opening pages of the novel, the protagonist appears as a last 

scion, and the portrait gallery delineates the fateful legacy of his bloodline, while also 

offering an unexpected promise of a restoration of legitimacy. Third, the gallery is a 

symbolic gathering place of shades, and the visit of the protagonist to the gallery is a 

descent into a purgatorial land of the dead with spirits which are not always, as Rilke 

observed, “in their places.” Whereas in Walpole there is still a pronounced 

supernatural dimension to the encounter between the living and the dead, more 

rationally constructed links, often to be sought in the realm of heredity and 

psychology, will be suggested in later occurrences. Finally, while no effort is made in 

The Castle of Otranto to describe the portraits in detail, it does call attention to acts of 

seeing and, more specifically gendered acts of seeing, as when the usurper stages his 

attempt to woo a younger woman in the masculine domain of the gallery or the 

daughter is lost in her examination of Alfonso’s portrait. 

Following The Castle of Otranto, haunted portraits and portrait galleries 
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became a staple of Gothic fiction and Elliott reviews many examples in her 

monograph on Portraiture and British Gothic Fiction. By the end of the century, 

however, aristocratic portrait galleries were clearly under attack and the motif 

underwent some important changes. In August 1793, for example, the National 

Assembly in France nationalized the royal collections and turned the palaces at 

Versailles and the Louvre into museums, and while the monarchy was restored, the 

rise of the middle class, technological developments, and further social unrest would 

continue to destabilize the cultural legacy. Percy and Mary Shelley, who visited 

Versailles on September 3, 1816 provide an interesting witness report regarding the 

new ways of seeing which were emerging. Napoleon was in exile at St. Helena since 

October of the previous year and the monarchy had been restored, but the royal 

apartments were empty and would remain so ever after. In his letter regarding the 

visit, Percy Shelley comments on the magnificence of the palace, but also 

sympathizes with the “fury of the injured people” over the immense expenditures that 

were lavished on “the hollow show of monarchy” (Vol. 1: 215). As for the royal 

portraits, which had been placed in storage during the Revolution, they had come out 

of hiding and were once again on public display: “We saw the Salle d’Opéra, where 

are now preserved the portraits of the kings. There was the race of the house of 

Orleans, with the exception of Egalité, all extremely handsome. There was Madame 

de Maintenon, and beside her a beautiful little girl, the daughter of La Vallière. The 

pictures had been hidden during the Revolution” (Vol. 2: 214-15). Many of the 

depicted had been executed, including not only the king, but also his not so handsome 

cousin Citizen Equality (Citoyen Egalité), the member of the House of Orleans who 

had turned his coat, but still lost his head during the days of the Terror. In an amusing 

displacement, moreover, all these royals were now hanging side by side in the Opera, 

thus suggesting the sad theatricality of their lives. 

A similar turn towards new modes of tourism is evident in “The Tapestried 

Chamber, or the Lady in the Sacque” (1828) by Walpole admirer Walter Scott. In this 

story, Scott, who wrote an introduction for a new edition of The Castle of Otranto in 

1811, narrates how a traveling military man visits the remote castle of an old 

acquaintance, spends the night in a tapestried chamber, and is sorely tormented by the 

apparition of a spectral lady. The next morning, the host takes note of his guest’s 

haggard looks and brings him to the castle’s portrait gallery, where they discover a 

portrait of the malevolent creature amidst other ancestral portraits dating back to the 

seventeenth century. The events of the previous night and the discovery in the gallery 

confirm the chamber’s evil reputation and the host decides to have its door bricked up. 

There is no suggestion, however, that the haunting will have lasting significance for 
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the visitor and the entire experience, therefore, seems more like a touristic 

consumption than a life-changing event. As such, this tale of a one-day voyage into 

nightmare is rather slight, but nevertheless has the merit of calling attention to a 

pattern that would recur throughout the century. Remote castles at this point 

essentially appear to be museums of history, akin to sleepy hollows, where visitors 

can examine cultural relics and reflect on the terrors of the past which they evoke.7 

This new understanding of antique portraits as historical artifacts—sometimes 

darkly significant and sometimes quaint and comic—would be manifested in 

different forms throughout the nineteenth century. The narrator of Elizabeth Gaskell’s 

“The Old Nurse’s Story” (1852), for example, discovers a dark room at the back of 

the Furnivall Manor House where are stored “old china jars and carved ivory boxes, 

and great heavy books, and, above all, the old pictures!” (290). The use of the definite 

article and exclamation mark in “the old pictures!” is noteworthy and suggests that 

the presence of such pictures is both not surprising and at the same time exciting. Not 

surprising in the sense that old manor houses are expected to have picture collections 

and exciting in that the faces on the painted canvases can be scrutinized, “warts and 

all” as Cromwell’s phrase goes, in search of flaws and family secrets. The pictures, 

indeed, as the nurse adds, “were all portraits of some of my lord’s family” (290), but 

as in many earlier instances only a few key portraits are discussed in some detail, 

namely those of the two Furnivall sisters, Maude and Grace, who were entangled in a 

bitter love rivalry half a century earlier. The picture of Grace, now the sole remaining 

elderly occupant of the Manor, is examined first and then the visitor’s gaze passes on 

to another picture which has been removed from its original position and placed 

backward against a wall. It shows the disgraced Maude, a young woman of even 

greater beauty than her sister, and as such provides visual evidence to corroborate the 

ancient tale of deadly rivalry between the two siblings which the nurse wrings from 

local informants. The nurse’s recovery of this family secret, moreover, takes place 

within a well-defined contemporary setting, as the nurse, originally from a working 

class family herself, passes through a mining village on her way to the remote and 

                                                
7 Three years later the French novelist Théophile Gautier published “The Coffee Pot” (“La 

Cafetière” [1831]), a comic persiflage of the type of touristic consumption portrayed in “The 
Tapestried Chamber.” As in the latter tale, a traveler is kept awake when the images of the host’s 
family on a tapestry come alive and hold a nocturnal dance in his bedroom. Discovering an elegant 
young woman among the revelers, the visitor is drawn into the merry company, but as the dawn 
breaks, the lady escapes from his arms and falls to the floor. Reaching for her, the traveler finds 
nothing but the shards of a broken coffeepot at his feet. 
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haunted Furnivall Manor House. The latter, as the castle in “The Tapestried 

Chamber,” therefore, is yet another sleepy hollow plagued by an unresolved historical 

legacy. 

Sheridan Le Fanu’s vampire tale Carmilla (1871) also makes use of a collection 

of family portraits to provide important clues regarding one of the main characters 

and is a good example of the process of picture identification discussed by Elliott. 

The protagonist is a young woman by the name of Laura, the daughter of a British 

military officer who pursued employment in Austrian government service and now 

lives in retirement in Styria. When a shipment of old paintings, mostly portraits of the 

Styrian family dynasty which inhabited the castle before her father purchased it, is 

returned to the castle after having been restored by a picture-cleaner, Laura examines 

the collection and takes special interest in a small painting, which is dated 1698 and 

appears to be the portrait of “Mircalla, Countess Karnstein.” The reason why she is so 

attracted to this picture is that it bears an astonishing resemblance to Carmilla, a 

young woman who recently took up residence in the castle after having been 

entrusted to her father under mysterious circumstances. This Carmilla, it is later 

revealed, is none other than Mircalla (note the anagram), a vampire who has been 

plaguing the region for centuries and now has designs on Laura. As in Scott, Gaskell, 

and Gautier, the theme of the encounter with spatially delineated zones of otherness 

remains relevant as Laura and her father are immigrants in Austria and do not possess 

any ancestral memory regarding the region’s history. The fact that many of the 

paintings, including the portrait of Mircalla, were neglected for years, as well as 

Laura’s comment that she could not say whether the entire collection was all that 

good, meanwhile, suggest that the paintings do not necessarily have great artistic 

merit or financial value. At the same time, the story also asserts that such 

characteristic local collections, which find their origin in one specific family and 

region, can be historically significant and contain vital clues regarding ancient terrors 

which haunt this land.8 

Another example of picture identification, with similar undertones of travelogue 

and antiquarian research, is found in Robert Louis Stevenson’s tale “Olalla” (1885). 

                                                
8 Roman Polanski would revisit the notion of vampire portraits in his 1967 Gothic spoof The 

Dance of the Vampires (also known as The Fearless Vampire Killers) when the vampire hunters 
Professor Abronsius and his student Alfred, portrayed by Polanski himself, visit Count von 
Krolock’s castle and view his ancestral portrait gallery. Filmgoers may well wonder why vampires, 
who are presumably “undead,” want to be rendered immortal by means of a painted canvas?  Vanity, 
thy name is vampire. 
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The protagonist of “Olalla” is an English officer who is convalescing from an injury 

sustained while serving in Spain during the Peninsular War of 1808-14. To complete 

his recovery, he travels to the distant estate of a once grand but now declined family 

and there falls in love with a beautiful young woman by the name of Olalla. The 

latter’s first appearance is anticipated by the presence of a magnificent Renaissance 

portrait in the protagonist’s bedroom, and the striking resemblance between Olalla 

and her ancestor inspire the visitor to turn temporarily into an antiquarian researcher 

and inspect the portrait gallery in an abandoned section of the residence. Though 

sadly neglected, the pictures offer abundant evidence regarding the family’s 

imperious past and increase the protagonist’s love of Olalla, the only descendent 

whose beauty and noble character render homage to this great legacy. The demonic 

and vampiric nature of the family, meanwhile, though firmly asserted by local 

villagers, is never convincingly established in the eyes of the visitor and when the 

reclusive Olalla at last asks him to leave, he does so with great sadness and 

incredulity.9  

Perhaps the greatest believer in the continuing relevance of portraits and portrait 

collections in nineteenth-century fiction, however, is Theodor Storm (1817-88), the 

master of German poetic realism, who repeatedly features picture collections in his 

fiction. In his novella “Aquis Submersus” (“Drowned in Water” 1875-76), e.g., he 

depicts the Germany of the Thirty Years’ War and proposes a fable on historical 

memory and the capacity of art to transcend time. The tale revolves around a well-

known artist who is commissioned to paint the portrait of an aristocratic young 

woman for the family gallery. When the artist falls in love with his subject, her 

family disapproves and the lovers are separated. Years later, the painter returns from 

exile in Holland and learns that a child was born from their union, but when this child 

is accidentally drowned, the only recourse left to the distraught father is to remember 

it in a magnificent portrait. Thus, while the portraits in the family gallery are mostly 

                                                
9 Portrait galleries reappear occasionally in later Gothic fiction and Gothic-flavored detective 

fiction. In The Hound of the Baskervilles (1902), e.g., Sherlock Holmes uses the portrait of a 
seventeenth-century ancestor in the collection at Baskerville Hall to study facial resemblances and 
unmask a disgraced member of the family who has been trying to dispossess the legitimate heirs of 
the estate. E. F. Benson’s “How Fear Departed from the Long Gallery” from The Room in the 
Tower, and Other Stories (1911), meanwhile, features a haunted gallery which is reputed to have 
been the scene of the murder of two infants in the sixteenth century and contains thirteen valuable 
portraits, including a portrait by Holbein. Isak Dinesen’s “Supper at Elsinore” (1934), finally, 
relates the decline of a family of Danish merchant princes and makes use of a mini-collection of 
three portraits to illustrate the relationship between two aged sisters and their dead brother. 
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forgotten, this one portrait, which was not commissioned and resulted accidentally 

from the tragic events, survives generation after generation and is admired by all who 

visit the church where it has come to rest. In sum, while Storm does not entangle his 

portraits in Gothic plot complications or endow them with supernatural agency, as 

many other nineteenth-century authors he pinpointed their role in the creation of 

national cultural history.10  

Inevitably, though, there were also writers who explored the comic potential of 

the motif and used picture galleries to satirize social pretension or diagnose cultural 

stasis. In Bleak House (1853), for example, Charles Dickens uses the portrait gallery 

at Chesney Wold, the Lincolnshire country estate of Sir Leicester Dedlock, “whose 

family is as old as the hills, and infinitely more respectable” (25), to mock the 

implacable old lineages of the Dedlock family. At the beginning of the novel, Lord 

and Lady Dedlock are residing in their house in London and, as the narrator 

comments, now that their country estate has been shuttered, “[t]he pictures of the 

Dedlocks past and gone have seemed to vanish into the damp walls in mere lowness 

of spirits” (25). Several chapters later, Richard Carstone and William Guppy, two 

legal clerks from London, visit Chesney Wold accompanied by a gardener and “pass 

from room to room, raising the pictured Dedlocks for a few brief minutes as the 

young gardener admits the light, and reconsigning them to their graves as he shuts it 

out again” (102). It appears to the visitors “that there is no end to the Dedlocks, 

whose family greatness seems to consist in their never having done anything to 

distinguish themselves for seven hundred years” (102). Mere blue-blooded antiquity 

not enhanced by noble achievements is of no consequence to the visitors and the only 

portrait that captivates Guppy is that of the present Lady Dedlock, whose mysterious 

past will play a major role in the novel’s plot. In sum, unlike the portraits of the 

serious officers and graceful ladies in Chekhov’s short story “Gooseberries” (1898) 

                                                
10 Storm also features miniature portraits of ancestors in the living room of a merchant family in 

“In the Sunlight” (“Im Sonnenschein” [1854]), thus exploring how well-to-do middle-class families 
create portrait collections suited to their own condition. Another variant of the generational motif 
occurs in “In St. Jürgen” (1867), in which the names and dates of the ancestors have been burned 
into small window panes set in lead. See Clifford A. Bernd’s Theodor Storm’s Craft of Fiction for a 
detailed examination of “Aquis Submersus” (11-53) and “In St. Jürgen” (57-73). Storm may have 
been inspired by Goethe as the latter was fascinated by art and portraits. In the second letter of 
Goethe’s “Der Sammler und die Seinigen” (1799), for example, the narrator observes how small 
portraits on copper plates are more easily preserved by families than large formal portraits. See 
http://www.zeno.org/Literatur/M/Goethe,+Johann+Wolfgang/Theoretische+Schriften/Der+Sammle
r+und+die+Seinigen/Zweiter+Brief. 
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who look down upon the present inhabitants of the old bailiff’s house “sternly and 

calmly from their gold frames” (216), the Dedlock portraits offer no moral guidance 

and merely symbolize seven hundred years of privileged mediocrity.  

Another forceful blow against the antiquarian nature of picture galleries was 

struck late in the century by Gilbert and Sullivan in their comic opera Ruddigore, or 

the Witch’s Curse (1887) in which we see an entire set of ancestral portraits come 

alive and serve as chorus to the action. Eager to maintain the evil reputation of their 

lineage, the ancestors threaten their wavering descendant Baronet Despard 

Murgatroyd with an excruciating death if he hesitates to commit his daily crime, but 

unable to bear the pressure any longer, the Baronet schemes to be done with them and 

threatens to banish their portraits to a public museum: “This is what it is to be the toy 

and sport of a Picture Gallery! But I will be bitterly revenged upon them! I will give 

them all to the Nation, and nobody shall ever look upon their faces again!” (428). 

Comic exaggeration apart, this tirade touches on a truism about the fate of some 

picture collections in Victorian England which suffered from a lack of interest among 

the general public once they left the private estates where they had traditionally 

resided. Similar to other nineteenth-century texts, therefore, Ruddigore, or the 

Witch’s Curse, reflects an age in which museums and the public curatorship of art 

increasingly compete with private ownership traditions.  

While Gilbert and Sullivan’s playful repartees suggest that aristocratic portrait 

galleries were rather passé and even outright comical by the closing decades of the 

nineteenth century, the decadents and symbolists of the fin de siècle once again took 

great interest in them and included fully realized portrait collections in their fiction. 

In several major fin de siècle novels, galleries are, indeed, used to create specific 

genealogies for the protagonists and contextualize their elitist protests against 

bourgeois society. J.-K. Huysmans, for example, begins his À  Rebours (Against 

Nature, 1884) with an introductory “Notice” regarding the lineage of his protagonist 

Jean Floressas des Esseintes centering on the ancestral portrait gallery. The latter, he 

comments, begins with an impressive series of portraits of medieval knights whose 

grim bearing, bulging chests, iron harnesses, and even moustaches, which look like 

yatagans, that is Turkish crooked sabers, underline their virility and martial prowess. 

A gap occurs, though, as several generations are skipped and one last portrait of a 

Renaissance forefather with a weary face marked by vice indicates the decline of this 

noble race. There are no other portraits after this one and, no doubt due to the curious 

logic of the bloodline, the weak and sickly last descendant Jean Floressas bears a 

strong resemblance to his fragile Renaissance ancestor. Huysmans began his literary 

career as a disciple of É mile Zola and his use of terms such as “series,” “race,” 
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“excess of lymph in the blood,” and “atavism,” as well as the phrase “[n]o doubt the 

gradual degeneration of this ancient house had followed a regular and unbroken 

course” (1), indicates his reliance on the naturalist topos of heredity cherished by his 

mentor. Curiously, however, heredity in the des Esseintes family also seems to have 

been à rebours as it has guaranteed the survival of a physically frail but intellectually 

sophisticated last scion.11  

Erich Auerbach, in his chapter on Virginia Woolf’s To the Lighthouse in 

Mimesis: The Representation of Reality in Western Literature (1953), comments on 

Woolf’s subjectivist techniques and points out that earlier writers “especially from 

the end of the nineteenth century on, had produced narrative works which on the 

whole undertook to give us an extremely subjective, individualistic, and often 

eccentrically aberrant impression of reality, and which neither sought nor were able 

to ascertain anything objective or generally valid in regard to it” (473). According to 

Auerbach, Huysmans’ À  Rebours is one prominent example of this kind of novel 

“with a strictly unipersonal approach to reality” (478). Another interpretation of this 

“strictly unipersonal approach to reality” is to view it as a temporary inversion of 

reality which seeks the creation of, what Erwin Koppen has termed, a “Gegenwelt,” 

literally “opposite world,” in his study of the decadent movement in European 

literature. This inversion of reality celebrates, not the body, the world of experience, 

and the forces of life and regeneration, but the cerebral, the world of artifice, and 

death itself. In line with this decadent search for an artificial paradise, des Esseintes is 

unable to accept his family’s portrait gallery with its normative golden age ideology 

and, selling off the Château and its gallery, moves into a house in a suburb of Paris. 

There he lives as a sort of fin de siècle recluse, rarely ever leaving the house and 

dedicating himself to literary studies, artistic experiments, and collecting passions.12  

A similar pattern of decline is seen in Thomas Mann’s Buddenbrooks 

(Buddenbrooks: Verfall einer Familie, 1901), perhaps the greatest exploration of the 

decadence of a family in turn of the century literature. In one scene relevant to this 

study of family portraiture, Thomas Buddenbrook, the head of the firm of the 

                                                
11  The original text has “filière,” “race,” “la prédominance de la lymphe dans le sang,” 

“atavisme,” and “La décadence de cette ancienne maison avait, sans nul doute, suivi régulièrement 
son cours” (27). Text editor M. Fumaroli notes in his edition of À Rebours: “The commonplace of 
heredity, dear to the naturalists, has been made serviceable to the myth of decadence.” (“Le lieu 
commun de l’hérédité, cher au naturalisme, est ici mis au service du mythe de la Décadence” [398].)  

12 For further analysis of À Rebours, see the relevant chapters on this novel in James Laver, The 
First Decadent, Being the Strange Life of J. K. Huysmans; G. R. Ridge, The Hero in French 
Decadent Literature; and especially Hans Jürgen Greif, Huysmans’ “A Rebours” und die Dekadenz.  
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Buddenbrooks, receives a wooden plaque at the occasion of the hundredth 

anniversary of the firm. The plaque shows his own portrait and the portraits of the 

three previous heads of the firm under glass, with stylized golden blades of wheat, 

emblems of the source of the family fortune, twined among the portraits. At the 

bottom, the dates 1768-1868 are inscribed and, at the top, the motto of the founder of 

the firm: “My son, attend with zeal to thy business by day; but do none that hinders 

thee from thy sleep at night” (380).13 While not a portrait gallery, this family picture 

archive serves a similar purpose as it sets the stage for the gradual decline of the 

Buddenbrooks. Indeed, the novel chronicles how, as time goes on, physical frailty, 

artistic bohemianism, and other factors bring about the demise of this mercantile 

dynasty. 

Other turn-of-the-century authors also made use of the scientific perspectives 

promoted by the naturalists, but still reverted to protagonists who, unlike des 

Esseintes, remain interested in their ancestral past. In Oscar Wilde’s The Picture of 

Dorian Gray, for example, it is said that Dorian “loved to stroll through the gaunt 

cold picture-gallery of his country house and look at the various portraits of those 

whose blood flowed in his veins” (111). This privileged spectatorship within the 

gallery’s meditative space does not induce a remorseful acceptance of responsibility, 

however, but rather leads Dorian to blame atavistic forces for his fallen condition: 

“He used to wonder at the shallow psychology of those who conceive the Ego in man 

as a thing simple, permanent, reliable, and of one essence. To him man was a being 

with myriad lives and sensations, a complex multiform creature that bore within itself 

strange legacies of thought and passion, and whose very flesh was tainted with the 

monstrous maladies of the dead” (111). Making use of Ziolkowski’s terminology, 

Dorian’s portrait, as the “most magical of mirrors” (84) revealing his career as a 

guilty man of pleasure, can be defined as anima, whereas the portraits in the gallery 

serve as figurae, i.e., prophetic forerunners, of first each other and, ultimately, Dorian 

himself.14 The fact that there are seven portraits also suggests that Wilde may be 

invoking a more ancient iconographic tradition and alluding to allegories of the seven 

vices. In the preceding chapter, chapter 10, Dorian himself interprets the “poisonous 

book” (98) which Lord Henry sent him—a reference in all likelihood to À  Rebours—

in terms of a theatrical metaphor derived from Renaissance drama: “It seemed to him 

                                                
13 “Mein Sohn, sey mit Lust bey den Geschäften am Tage, aber mache nur solche, daß wir bey 

Nacht ruhig schlafen können” (328).  
14 For Ziolkowski’s discussion of The Picture of Dorian Gray, see Disenchanted Images, 128-32. 
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that in exquisite raiment, and to the delicate sound of flutes, the sins of the world 

were passing in dumb show before him” (97). A precise pairing of the seven 

ancestors with the seven capital sins is not intended. Rather, it is the symbolic nature 

of the gallery as a kind of mirror of hereditary sin in Dorian’s eyes which can be 

highlighted. For des Esseintes, the gallery was a meaningless relic and true selfhood 

resided in a decadent last stand against bourgeois civilization. Dorian’s attachment to 

his ancestral inheritance, however, ironically marks him as a true heir to the notorious 

line of dandies and pleasure seekers from which he is descended.15 Additional irony 

resides in the fact that, while Dorian keeps his own portrait, which vividly depicts his 

degradation, locked up out of view in his London residence, it is restored to its 

pristine beauty following his death and at that point regains its status as a very fine 

collectible picture worthy of inclusion in the ancestral gallery. Regardless of whether 

Dorian’s portrait is ever placed there—no information about this is offered in the 

novel—what is clear is that the Gray family gallery, unlike many other galleries in fin 

de siècle fiction, is not only preserved by its most recent inheritor, but also enhanced 

as an authentic memorial of family history; the report of Dorian’s infamous life and 

death, even without his portrait, surely sufficing to enrich the visible darkness of this 

memory site.16  

“The King in the Golden Mask” by Marcel Schwob, in contrast, features a 

protagonist who rejects the selective collecting practices and lying conventions 

encoded in his ancestral picture gallery. The story revolves around a masked king 

who one day discovers that he and his predecessors have worn masks for many 

generations to dissimulate the leprosy which afflicts their race. He then descends into 

the portrait gallery of his palace to confront the ancestors who are responsible for this 

deception,17 and it appears that all the portraits, except one, depict kings who are 

                                                
15 Lord Lyllian, the protagonist of Messes Noires: Lord Lyllian (Black Masses: Lord Lyllian, 

1905) by the French Wilde admirer Jacques d’Adelswärd-Fersen, in contrast, is much more 
apprehensive. When visiting his portrait gallery, he bows his head before the portraits and whispers: 
“Pardon!” See chapter 16 in Messes Noires: Lord Lyllian. The Picture of Dorian Gray is alluded to 
in the novel under the title Le Portrait de Miriam Green (see 33). 

16 For the debate regarding heredity and determinism in The Picture of Dorian Gray, see Bruce 
Haley, “Wilde’s ‘Decadence’ and the Positivist Tradition” (215-29); Terri A. Hasseler, “The 
Physiological Determinism Debate in Oscar Wilde’s The Picture of Dorian Gray” (31-35); and 
Michael Wainwright, “Oscar Wilde, the Science of Heredity, and The Picture of Dorian Gray” 
(494-522).  

17 As Monique Jutrin rightly notes in her study of Schwob’s fiction, the journey resembles a 
descent into the underworld: “It is in a kind of ‘descent into hell’ that the king goes to confront his 
ancestors in the portrait gallery. At the same time, he reconnects with his origins, with ‘the first of 
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masked, with the unmasked portrait, the first in the series, showing a terrified young 

man with dilated eyes whose face is partially covered by royal ornaments. The king 

hails this young man as his brother and the first of his line, but then, moving 

methodically from portrait to portrait, tears the masks from the faces of the other 

kings, laying bare the naked wall below their masks. This vision of a portrait gallery 

in which all the sitters are masked and ultimately faceless is rather stunning. Yet, it 

can also be read as a penetrating critique of the genre of the painted portrait rooted in 

historical practice. Formal portraits, art critic John Berger notes, traditionally aimed 

to place their subjects in a relationship of proximity with the viewers, while at the 

same time also claiming social or intellectual distance. The tension between these two 

contrary requirements often went unresolved and produced portraits characterized by 

stiffness, rigidity, and artificiality. Moreover, “as the tradition continued, the painting 

of the sitter’s face became more and more generalized. His features became the mask 

which went with the costume” (98). Schwob’s masked portraits, therefore, may be 

viewed as an extreme application of this tendency towards generalization, which was 

already at work in the monotonous Dedlocks mocked by Dickens.18  

A similar questioning of the art of portraiture is seen in Monsieur de Bougrelon 

(1897) by the French decadent author Jean Lorrain. The narrative centers on French 

tourists in Amsterdam who are attended to by Monsieur de Bougrelon, an aged 

Frenchman who claims to be the last descendant of an illustrious family exiled since 

many years from his beloved Normandy. One day, Bougrelon, whose name has 

obscene implications, takes the travelers to the National Museum to view the work of 

the Dutch masters, but declaring his dissatisfaction with this bourgeois art of the 

Dutch merchant republic, he brusquely turns away from Rembrandt’s “Night Watch” 

and leads his guests down a stairway to the museum’s costume gallery. Halting 

dramatically before entering the room, he declares, “[w]e are here in the kingdom of 

eternal melancholy; this is a boudoir of specters,”19 thus mockingly recalling the 

                                                                                                                     
his race’ whose anxiety he shares.” (“C’est dans une sorte de ‘descente en enfer’ qu’il va affronter 
ses ancêtres de la galerie des portraits. En même temps, il renoue avec ses origines, avec ‘le premier 
de sa race’ dont il partage l’angoisse” [90].) 

18 Berger’s critique was anticipated by John Russell in his British Portrait Painters (1944) when 
he comments that “British men and women have generally been painted bolt upright, wearing their 
best and disengaged from all known forms of activity” (7) and laments “that our native portraiture 
should be so largely a matter of public faces, and its history conceived in terms of the supply and 
demand of family totems” (8). 

19 “Nous sommes ici dans le royaume de l’éternelle mélancolie; c’est un boudoir de spectres” 
(57). 
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theme of underworldly journeying frequently encountered in fiction about portrait 

galleries. Once inside, he explains that he prefers costume galleries to portrait 

galleries since the dead come alive in a much more tangible fashion in their costumes 

than “in the varnish or matte finish of a portrait” (“que dans le vernis ou l’embu d’un 

portrait” [64]). While Bougrelon seems to establish his credibility as a connoisseur by 

means of this discussion of the relative merits of costumes vs. portraits, the political 

exile turned tour guide is unmasked as a charlatan at the end of the novel when it 

appears that his true profession is that of a musician in a nightclub in the Amsterdam 

dockyards. Here, then, we witness one regrettable consequence of the culture 

consumptions explored in nineteenth-century fiction as modern tourism and the 

commodification of paintings, sculptures, and other historical artifacts also 

precipitated the development of parasitical practices in the margins of the tourist 

trade.  

Monsieur de Bougrelon directly transports the reader to a public museum and 

betrays the exhaustion of the motif of the gallery. Yet, one more richly detailed 

portrait gallery which represents a prime example of the “flight into poetry” of 

galleries at the heart of this study occurs shortly after the turn of the century, namely 

in Rilke’s The Notebooks of Malte Laurids Brigge. As noted above, Malte’s visit to 

the gallery takes place during a stay at his grandfather’s country-estate, and is 

undertaken in order to search out one specific portrait, namely that of Christine Brahe, 

the ghost who regularly appears to guests in the dining-room during meals. One night, 

having gathered enough courage for the adventure, he descends into the “depths” of 

the gallery in an almost trancelike state, not having slept for several nights and 

practically unaware of the physical motion involved as he begins his adventure. Once 

he enters the gallery, he inspects the portraits, many of which represent historical 

personalities of the highest importance, such as, for example, King Christian IV and 

the diplomats at the Congress of Nijmegen of 1678-79, but is suddenly surprised by 

his cousin Erik who blows out his candle. Erik, who is blind in one eye but possesses 

special vision when it comes to the gallery, informs Malte that Christine’s portrait is 

lost and that her ghost is participating in the search because she wants to see herself. 

Hearing such talk in the darkness of the gallery, Malte becomes disoriented, and has 

to be comforted by his one-eyed guide to this underworld, who takes him by the hand 

and assures him that the portraits are really harmless: “They won’t hurt you” (118).  

This adventure in the gallery is immediately followed by Malte’s recollection of 

Erik’s death soon following these events at a time when his portrait was being 

painted. Malte, now living in exile in Paris, is intrigued as to whether Erik’s portrait 

was ever completed and is included in the gallery at Urnekloster. He also wonders 
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whether the painter was a real artist and saw Erik as he knew him with specific key 

details of posture, facial expression, and clothing included in the portrait. He reflects 

that all of this is far from certain, but he decides to imagine that it is so, and 

constructing a portrait of Erik in his own mind, envisions puzzled visitors at 

Urnekloster proceeding through the gallery and halting one last time before the final 

portrait, namely Erik’s:  

 

Let’s assume whatever else is necessary and approve it: we then have a 

portrait, your portrait, the last one in the gallery at Urnekloster. (And 

when people are on the way out, having seen them all, there is still a 

little boy there. Just a moment: who’s that? A Brahe. Do you see the 

silver pole on the black field and the peacock feathers? There’s the 

name too: Erik Brahe. Wasn’t it an Erik Brahe who was executed? Yes, 

of course, everyone knows that. But this can’t be the same one. This 

boy died when he was quite young, it doesn’t matter when. Can’t you 

see that?) (119)20  
 

It is a brilliant passage which not only follows up on some of the ironies implicit in 

The Picture of Dorian Gray—as here, too, a great collection of family portraits may 

be presumed to end in or at least imply one last fascinating portrait—but also 

captures side by side the two different ways of seeing and narrating the visual space 

at the heart of the novel. First, that of the insider Malte who experienced the 

mysteries of Urnekloster personally and has the power to make the absent dead live 

once again in verbal pictures, and, second, that of the sightseeing tourists, who, in 

spite of their familiarity with names, dates, and other facts gathered from guidebooks 

and national histories, babble away ignorantly. This masterful example of mise en 

abyme, whereby a poet tenaciously holds on to the gallery of his childhood and 

creates an embedded image of specific paintings and viewing experiences in his 

notebooks, is a prime example of the migration of portrait galleries onto the pages of 

                                                
20 “Nehmen wir sonst noch alles Nötige an und lassen es gelten: so ist ein Bild da, dein Bild, in 

der Galerie af Urnekloster das letzte. (Und wenn man geht, und man hat sie alle gesehen, so ist da 
noch ein Knabe. Einen Augenblick: wer ist das? Ein Brahe. Siehst du den silbernen Pfahl im 
schwarzen Feld und die Pfauenfedern? Da steht auch der Name: Erik Brahe. War das nicht ein Erik 
Brahe, der hingerichtet worden ist? Natürlich, das ist bekannt genug. Aber um den kann es sich 
nicht handeln. Dieser Knabe ist als Knabe gestorben, gleichviel wann. Kannst du das nicht sehen?)” 
(218-19). 
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the literary text under discussion in this study. 

Following the First World War, the heyday of the picture galleries had clearly 

passed and they no longer received the kind of attention which they did in turn-of-

the-century literature. Some interesting applications of the motif would, nevertheless, 

still occur as different authors, including James Joyce, Hermann Hesse, Salman 

Rushdie, and others pressed it into service in the context of autobiographical, post-

colonial, and other types of fiction. James Joyce’s A Portrait of the Artist as a Young 

Man (1916), for example, presents a poor man’s version of the process experienced 

by Malte as Stephen Dedalus similarly retrieves childhood memories and touches on 

the role played by ancestral portraits in specific events. When traveling home for the 

Christmas holidays aboard the train from Conglowes College, for example, young 

Stephen anticipates the atmosphere at home with “red holly and green ivy round the 

old portraits on the walls” (20). Once home, he recollects his first Christmas dinner as 

a child and remembers how the conversation turned to politics and Mr. Dedalus 

pointed to “the portrait of his grandfather on the wall” (38). The latter had been “a 

good Irishman” (38), but was condemned to death for being a whiteboy, that is, a 

member of an eighteenth-century rural insurgency whose members wore white 

smocks during raids. Later, his father’s heavy debts necessitate a move from the 

Dublin suburb of Blackrock to downtown Dublin, and Stephen remembers the 

family’s last evening in their almost empty house as “the family portraits leaned 

against the wall” (65). Such are the political and financial complications of his 

childhood and family history, which provoke Stephen to leave behind “the grave of 

boyhood” (170) and, like Malte, pursue literary excellence in exile from his country.  

Hermann Hesse’s Steppenwolf (1927), meanwhile, reflects the rise of new 

psychological models which were flourishing in the opening decades of the twentieth 

century and proposes a complete interiorization of the gallery. The protagonist Harry 

Haller, the so-called steppenwolf of the title discovers that there is no other picture 

gallery, no other underworld, to descend into than one’s own self. This happens when 

Harry is taken to the Magic Theater, a horseshoe-shaped passage with a long mirror 

all along one wall and many doors on its other side, which is advertised as being “for 

madmen only,” with only one price of admission, “your mind” (198). As Harry 

begins to explore the Magic Theater, his guide, the saxophonist Pablo, explains the 

function of the Theater as a place where one can discover the picture gallery of one’s 

own soul: “I can give you nothing that has not already its being within yourself. I can 
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throw open to you no picture gallery but your own soul” (200).21 A much more 

critical, iconoclastic approach is demonstrated a decade later in Jean-Paul Sartre’s 

existentialist novel La Nausée (1938), when his protagonist, the historian Antoine 

Roquentin, walks away from the portraits of the leading citizens and families of his 

town in the city museum of the fictional Bouville (literally “Mudville”) stating: 

“adieu beautiful lilies, our pride and our raison d’être. Adieu. Bastards.”22 

None of the above examples so far, with their Irish, German, and French 

steppenwolves and other rebels against modern civilization, match the pattern set by 

the nineteenth-century narratives of aristocratic descent, but one author who playfully 

returned to the traditional blueprint is Salman Rushdie in his novel Satanic Verses 

from 1988. The novel develops several complex narrative strands, but in one of these, 

namely the one involving a Bollywood actor named Gibreel Farishta, an interesting 

gallery emerges. The story concerns a forty-year-old Indian aristocrat who lives in a 

neoclassic mansion built shortly following the Indian Mutiny of 1857 by an English 

architect much favored by the British colonial authorities. It is “a solid, rather prosy 

building, rendered exotic only by being in the wrong country” (230) and includes 

standard English facilities such as a library and a portrait gallery. In an echo of turn-

of-the-century fiction about European aristocrats, moreover, the portrait gallery 

serves to point out the “softening” of the bloodline as seven generations have lived in 

this mansion (cf. Dorian Gray’s seven ancestors) and “for seven generations the 

softening had been going on” (229). In one passage, the aristocrat walks “down the 

corridor in which his ancestors hung in baleful, gilded frames, and contemplated the 

mirror which he kept hanging in the last space as a reminder that one day he, too, 

must step up on to this wall” (229). The latter is an interesting innovation and echoes 

the mirror in Hesse’s Magic Theater, but as the protagonist looks into his mirror what 

he sees is not a steppenwolf, but a weak old man who lusts after his wife’s beautiful 

maid. 

Another example of the serio-comic post-colonial approach to the generational 

theme is found in On Beauty (2005), the third novel of the contemporary British 

novelist Zadie Smith. On Beauty tells the story of another lustful aging male, namely 

                                                
21 “Ich kann Ihnen nichts geben, was nicht in Ihnen selbst schon existiert, ich kann Ihnen keinen 

andern Bildersaal öffnen als den Ihrer Seele” (367). He further describes the Theater as “a pretty 
picture cabinet” (200) (“ein hübsches Bilderkabinett” [368]). 

22 “Adieu beaux lis, notre orgueil et notre raison d’être. Adieu. Salauds” (133). William Butler 
Yeats, son of portrait painter John Butler Yeats, is much more respectful towards the public figures 
immortalized in Dublin’s Municipal Gallery in his 1937 poem “The Municipal Gallery Revisited.” 
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a white English art historian by the name of Howard Belsey who teaches at a 

university in the Greater Boston region and specializes in Rembrandt’s self-portraits. 

While Rembrandt had an extraordinarily complex understanding of the art of 

portraiture, the professor’s house includes a rather unimaginative family picture 

arrangement which invokes the age-old notion of the family as a tree. The 

photographs of the grandparents, the symbolic trunk of the tree, namely, are 

displayed on the ground floor at the foot of the stairs; to see the parents one must 

ascend the stairs to the second floor and move up, as it were, into the branches of the 

tree; while the three children, the fruits of this marriage, finally come into view one 

flight higher on the third floor. Yet, in spite of the promise of stability evoked by this 

traditional arrangement, not much family happiness is ever achieved in this novel. 

Belsey, namely, is unfaithful to his African-American spouse and has a troubled 

relationship with his mixed-race children; he also pursues a bitter political feud with a 

conservative black Trinidadian colleague and generally finds himself on the losing 

side in campus debates; and, finally, though some of his ideas regarding Rembrandt’s 

portrait paintings are original, he is never able to produce the book manuscript which 

he has long promised. Many of the authors discussed previously in this study, from 

Walpole and Shelley to Wilde and Rilke, held that beauty, while rarely a 

straightforward matter, was nevertheless an important attribute of at least some of the 

portraits in picture galleries. Smith’s On Beauty, then, proposes that twenty-first-

century societies transfixed by global identity and class struggles will find such 

affirmations of beauty more problematic than ever before.  

I end this discussion of portrait galleries in European literature with a coda 

regarding one final fascinating example from The Leopard (Il gattopardo, 1958), 

Giuseppe di Lampedusa’s evocation of the twilight years of a nineteenth-century 

Sicilian aristocrat. Lampedusa, who was a last scion of an ancient Sicilian bloodline 

himself, narrates how Prince Fabrizio, the leopard of the title, still rules his corner of 

Sicily in 1860 in much the same way his ancestors did centuries earlier. Yet, this is 

the age of the Risorgimento, the unification of Italy, and the imminent arrival of 

Garibaldi and his revolutionaries places the Prince before a major political dilemma. 

After some hesitation, he joins the cause of Italian unification against his feudal 

overlord the King of Naples, and this proves to be a wise decision as the island falls 

to the revolutionaries. Soon, some officers from the victorious army visit the Prince’s 

palace and, as one of them speaks rather freely “he brought the language of the 

officers’ mess into the proud hall with its double row of armored and beribboned 

ancestors” (121). The phrase occurs about halfway through the novel and, though 

much of the action so far has taken place in the Prince’s palace, marks the only 
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mention of the family portraits in the entire book. So here they are then at last, the 

ancestors, yesterday’s leopards come to form a mighty honor guard for the last 

progeny of their line now that other military men have entered his domain and are 

threatening its ancient dignity. Armored and beribboned, they seem very similar to 

the knights in the Castle of Otranto and so many other galleries. Yet, their appearance 

is belated, incidental, momentary, and of little or no consequence. They are details in 

the story, mere relics, and imply no special vision, transfer of meaning, or historical 

agency. Sicily has been annexed, a new Italy is arising, and the age when leopards 

ruled is coming to an end. Nevertheless, by bringing the portraits into view, however 

briefly, at this very moment when ancient customs and protocols are being abandoned, 

Lampedusa beautifully fixes the reader’s attention on the kind of historical turning 

point when powerful symbols of an ancient political order suddenly become 

exhausted and metamorphose into mere literary vignettes before our very eyes. How 

fitting that the nostalgic journey of portrait galleries in European literature should end 

here, not far from Otranto where the story began, with portraits whose moral more 

than ever is: “They won’t hurt you.”  
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